Legislative Body Meeting Agenda

Settling In - 5 minutes

Land Acknowledgment (We are on Indigenous land) ~ Austin ~ 2 minutes

Introducing Dr. Kathryn Kay Coquemont (Dean of Students) ~ Bobbie ~ 1 minute

FAC Additional Allocations ~ Heaji ~ 10 minutes
  - Macalester First Aid - $5,424.80
  - Fresh Concepts - $4,504.86
  - Macalester West Coast Swing Dance Club - $6,656.32

Congress to Campus Discussion ~ Bobbie, ~ 20 minutes

Omnibus Bill ~ Bobbie ~ 10 minutes

Community Engagement Ad-Hoc ~ Jean ~ 3 minutes

Committee Updates ~ Committee Chairs ~ 5 minutes

Announcements ~ 5 minutes
  - SOC Update ~ Kalid
  - Campus Committee Appointments ~ Bobbie
  - Strategic Planning & Analysis Group ~ Jean
- Newsletter ~ Jean